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Coyotes in the Community



• Simply seeing a coyote is 
not cause for concern

• Do not approach or try to 
feed coyotes (directly or 
indirectly)

• Pet food

• Bird seed

• Garbage 

Coyote Basics

Weight: 30 – 45lbs
Length: 42 – 56in
Height: 21 – 25in
Colors: variations on red-brown 
or black-brown mottling with grey

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Coyote Basics” first their size. Small to medium sized canid (weight, length nose to tail, and about 2ft off ground at shoulders. Like Springer spaniel or Blue Healer as far as medium sized dog breed comparisons, but overall coyotes have slimmer features.Seeing a coyote day or night is not cause for concern. Coyotes are habitat generalist and therefore adapt easily to our suburb and human-dominated environments. Do not attempt to feed, but also consider how you may need to stop feeding them indirectly if you are concerned. This includes pet foods being left out that bring in animals that coyotes target as prey (rodents, opossums, or feral cats). If pets must be fed outside, pick up food bowls when they’re done eating to reduce attractants.Same considerations for bird seed. Fallen seed once again attract rodents or rabbits that then attract predators such as coyotes, but also foxes, bobcats, and feral cats.Lastly is keep your garbage put up and closed up in proper disposal bins. Garbage is an easy food meal for coyotes just the same as it is for racoons and other searching wildlife.



• The Unknown and rumored behaviors

• Myth: “Coyotes pack hunt”

• They’re actually mostly solitary, only grouping with their pups some times of  the 
year.

• Myth: “Coyotes howl before they hunt”

• They howl to locate or defend territories, but not prior to hunting. They primarily eat 
rodents and small mammals. When people hear what sounds like coyotes attacking a 
dog or other animal, it is just their pack sounds. They don’t’ make a lot of  noise 
when killing prey. 

• Myth: “Coyotes kill for fun”

• They don’t expend unnecessary energy to kill something they’re not going to eat. If  
coyotes become fearless of  humans and approach, that is uncharacteristic.

• Myth: “Coyotes are invasive”

• They’re native, habitat generalist not invasive. Invasive indicates becoming 
overpopulated and harming their new environment.

Common Reasons Public Fears Wildlife

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The unknown – it’s a wild animal. However! By nature, we have to remember coyotes tend to steer clear of potential dangers, which includes humans. A few myths about coyotes that tend to make us fear them. 1. Coyotes actually don’t tend to hunt in packs like wolves, contrary to popular belief. They form packs some parts of the year after they’ve had pups and are with related individuals, but for much of the year they are solitary beings. 2, Coyotes don’t necessarily howl before they hunt. When they are socializing, they’ll howl for things like locating ones another, defending territories, or when in distress. Rodents and small mammals make up majority of their diet, so howling to pack up before a hunt is most likely not the reason for howling and yipping.3. Coyotes are “playful” with one another. Establishing dominances just like a domesticate dog might, but they don’t expend unnecessary energy killing somethings they’re not going to eat. If a coyote is fearless of or aggressive to humans that’s uncharacteristic and a professional trapper needs to come in and remove that individual. They’ve likely gotten used to food assoications with people or are ill.  4. Lastly, They’re a native wildlife species to North America whose range has expanded more in the Southeast due to the eradication of the Red wolf. They are not invasive, however they do move around a good bit and are very adaptive to their surround habitat. Like I mentioned earlier, habitat generalist. But are not invasive.



• More active: 
• Sept – January : Pups and transient coyotes seeking territories
• February to March: Breeding season

• Less active:
• April – October: Pups born, and stay close to mother until early fall

Year at a Glance
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Presentation Notes
More active: Sept – January: Pups born from the previous year are starting to hunt and establish their own territories. Transient coyotes in search of new territory.This time of year: late winter to early spring, Feb – March is coyotes breeding season. So we are right at the end of the breeding season and now they’re starting to den. This is the time period you hear them yipping and howling. Coyotes are less active late Spring, Summer, and early Fall. 



• Remove food sources and attractants –
They’re omnivores so their diet also 
includes plant material, berries, and/or 
nuts, even birdseed (or garbage if  left out 
and available!)

• Haze if  you see them

• Noise: banging pots or yelling

• Repellents: water hoses, walking sticks, or 
of  course pepper sprays, motion sensor 
flood lights

• Reduce den site options around home 
(Get rid of  brush piles or old root balls 
that are near your home

Deterrent Options
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Most important! Remove those food sources. Video: coyote at a bird feeder actually eat bird seed. They’re omnivores so they’re diet also plant material, berries, and/or nuts (or garbage if left out and available!)Fence in back yard. Be sure there aren’t gaps, holes, or missing boards.They are naturally hesitant and cautious of people, so hazing will further solidify that fear of humans. Or repellents Get rid of brush piles or old root balls that are near your home. 



• Pets inside, leashed, or fenced in

• Be alert walking at dawn, dusk, or night

• Carry hazing repellents when walking

• Simplest things to do is keep your pets 
inside at night, or leashed when 
walking. keep pets in a fence in 
backyard but monitor small pets when 
outdoors.

• Overall just be alert of  your surrounds. 
Coyotes are most active during early 
mornings, evenings, and at night. 

Keep Pets Safe

georgiawildlife.com/regulations/tr
apping
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Simplest things to do is keep your pets inside at night, or leashed when walking. keep pets in a fence in backyard but monitor small pets when outdoors.Overall just be alert of your surrounds. Coyotes are most active during early mornings, evenings, and at night. Coyotes may be hunted and taken during small or big game seasons with appropriate lawful weapons following county ordinances or on our public lands. Refer to our regulations on georgiawildlife.com for more info on the furbearer species. 



• Removing Coyotes is not going to eliminate them

• What are your reasons: pros vs cons? 

• Keep in mind, removing coyotes is not going to eliminate them, so consider your reasons for removal before 
setting all that up. When you remove the currently established coyotes, they’ll be gone for a time, but those 
transient coyotes will eventually move in establishing it as their new territory.

• Coyotes pros: They’re our apex predator and keep our rodent population at bay. Coyote cons: considered a 
nuisance wildlife species.

• Ranger Hotline: GADNR’s wildlife emergencies (i.e. deer stuck in fence or present injured wildlife) 

• 1-800-241-4113

• USDA’s Wildlife Services: Must go through HOA

• Chatham Co Trappers: Must go through HOA

USDA and GADNR
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Presentation Notes
Keep in mind, removing coyotes is not going to eliminate them, so consider your reasons for removal before setting all that up.Coyotes pros: They’re our apex predator and keep our rodent population at bay. Coyote cons: considered a nuisance wildlife species.When you remove the currently established coyotes, they’ll be gone for a time, but those transient coyotes will eventually move in establishing it as their new territory.Fof Emergencies please call 911!  Now aside from that, if you are looking at and are currently in the presence of injured wildlife you can call our Ranger Hotline number.For any trapping or removal efforts by USDA or Chatham County Trappers, you must go through your HOA. Overall, the best option like interacting with any wildlife species is to give them there space and follow those steps to keep you and your pets safe with leashes or inside at night, through hazing options when walking, and of course picking up any food sources that may be attracting coyotes to your backyard. 



Our Mission:
Conserve and promote fishing, hunting 

and wildlife resources through 
management, education, and scientific 

research.

Question & Answer Period
Thank You For Your Participation & Support

https://georgiawildlife.com/preventing-wildlife-conflicts 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For more reading material about preventing wildlife conflicts, check out our webpage at georgiawildlife.com/preventing-wildlife-conflicts
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